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Abstract

Elastic properties play a key role in materials science and technology. The elastic tensors at any order are defined by the Taylor
expansion of the elastic energy or stress in terms of the applied strain. In this paper, we present ElaStic, a tool which is able to
calculate the full second-order elastic stiffness tensor for any crystal structure from ab initio total-energy and/or stress calculations.
This tool also provides the elastic compliances tensor and applies the Voigt and Reuss averaging procedure in order to obtain an
evaluation of the bulk, shear, and Young moduli as well as the Poisson ratio of poly-crystalline samples. In a first step, the space-
group is determined. Then, a set of deformation matrices is selected, and the corresponding structure files are produced. In the
next step, total-energy or stress calculations for each deformed structure are performed by a chosen density-functional theory code.
The computed energies/stresses are fitted as polynomial functions of the applied strain in order to get derivatives at zero strain. The
knowledge of these derivatives allows for the determination of all independent components of the elastic tensor. In this context,
the accuracy of the elastic constants critically depends on the polynomial fit. Therefore, we carefully study how the order of the
polynomial fit and the deformation range influence the numerical derivatives and propose a new approach to obtain the most reliable
results. We have applied ElaStic to representative materials for each crystal system, using total energies and stresses calculated
with the full-potential all-electron codes exciting and WIEN2k as well as the pseudopotential code Quantum ESPRESSO.
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1. Introduction

The investigation of second-order elastic constants (SOECs)
is an essential research topic in materials science and technol-
ogy as they govern the mechanical properties of a material.
Thus, much effort is focused on their calculation and measure-
ment. Moreover, SOECs are related to inter-atomic potentials,
phonon spectra, structural stability and phase transitions, as
well as the equation of state. They also enter thermodynamical
properties like specific heat, thermal expansion, Debye temper-
ature, melting point, and Grüneisen parameters.
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Due to high accuracy, the use of efficient algorithms, and
increasing computational power, first-principles calculations
based on density-functional theory (DFT) can nowadays not
only complement but also provide an alternative to experiments
for determining elastic constants even for complex crystal struc-
tures. This is evidenced by a large number of papers on ab initio
calculations of SOECs [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] in the literature. In all
these works, only selected materials, i.e., exhibiting a particular
lattice type, have been investigated. More systematic work on
SOECs has been presented in Refs. [8, 9], which focus on the
elastic properties of ceramic materials. Recently, more system-
atic methodological approaches for calculating the SOECs have
been pursued in Refs. [10, 11] using the computer packages
CRYSTAL and VASP, respectively. In the present work, we in-
troduce ElaStic which is a tool that allows for the ab initio cal-
culation of SOECs using two approaches based on the numeri-
cal differentiation of either the total energy or the physical stress
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of a crystal as a function of the imposed strain. The current im-
plementation of ElaStic is interfaced with the computer pack-
ages exciting, WIEN2k, and Quantum ESPRESSO, all of
them based on DFT [12, 13]. An extension of ElaStic such
as to interface it with other DFT codes is straightforward. Fur-
thermore, we introduce a procedure which allows to reduce nu-
merical errors appearing in the calculation of elastic constants.

In order to show the potential and accuracy of ElaStic, we
applied this tool to a set of prototype materials covering all
crystal families and different types of atomic bonds (i.e., co-
valent, ionic, and intermetallic). Note that extension to van der
Waals bonded systems is straightforward as van der Waals den-
sity functionals [14] can be used in combination with all major
DFT codes [15]. As typical representatives of this bonding are
molecular crystals with large unit cells, we, however, do not
show such an example here.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we dis-
cuss the SOECs from a theoretical point of view. The algorithm
which is used by ElaStic is presented in Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4, the influence of some numerical parameters on the fitting
procedure is demonstrated with the help of a simplified model.
The application of the same approach to realistic systems is dis-
cussed in Section 5. The computational details and results for
several prototype materials are presented in Sections 6 and 7,
respectively.

2. Methodology

Elastic properties are conventionally described within the La-
grangian theory of elasticity [16]. Within this theory, a solid can
be viewed as a homogeneous and anisotropic elastic medium.
Therefore, strain and stress are homogeneous and are repre-
sented in terms of symmetric second-rank tensors (indicated by
bold font in the next). The Lagrangian strain, η, and stress, τ,
are defined as

η = ε +
1
2
ε2 , (1)

τ = det(1 + ε) (1 + ε)−1 · σ · (1 + ε)−1 , (2)

where the dot (·) indicates a tensor product, ε is the physical
strain tensor, transforming a position vector r to (1 + ε) · r in
Cartesian coordinates, and σ is the physical stress tensor de-
fined by differentiation of the total energy, E, as

σ =
1
V
∂2E
∂ε2 , (3)

where V is the volume of the crystal. Within the linear regime,
the Lagrangian stress and strain are related by the generalized
Hooke’s law

τi j =

3∑
k,l=1

ci jkl ηkl . (4)

Here, the coefficients ci jkl are the elastic stiffness constants of
the crystal and represent the tensor components of the forth-

rank stiffness (or elasticity) tensor, c. Equation (4) can be in-
verted to the form

ηi j =

3∑
k,l=1

si jkl τkl , (5)

where si jkl are the components of the compliance tensor, s.
An alternative approach to elasticity can be obtained by ex-

pressing the total energy of a crystal in terms of a power series
of the strain, η, as

E(η) = E(0) + V0

3∑
i, j=1

τ(0)
i j ηi j +

V0

2!

3∑
i, j,k,l=1

ci jkl ηi j ηkl + · · · , (6)

where E(0) and V0 are the energy and volume of the reference
structure (usually the equilibrium one), respectively. In order
to simplify the expressions, it is convenient to use the Voigt
notation, in which each pair of Cartesian indices i j are replaced
by a single index α, according to

i j 11 22 33 23 13 12
α 1 2 3 4 5 6 .

Using this notation, Eq. (4) reads

τα =
∑
β

cαβ ηβ , (7)

where the sum runs implicitly on the Voigt components from 1
to 6. In a similar way, Eq. (6) becomes

E(η) = E(0) + V0

∑
α

τ(0)
α ηα +

V0

2!

∑
α,β

cαβ ηα ηβ + · · · . (8)

If the reference structure is chosen to be the equilibrium one,
all τ(0)

α vanish, because in equilibrium the crystal is stress free.
According to Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively, the elastic con-

stant cαβ can be derived using two equivalent expressions

cαβ =
∂τα
∂ηβ


η=0

(9)

and

cαβ =
1

V0

∂2E
∂ηα∂ηβ


η=0

. (10)

Here, the derivatives are calculated at the reference configu-
ration (η = 0). The first-principles calculation of the SOECs
with the use of Eq. (9) has been performed for the first time
by Nielsen and Martin [17, 18]. This approach is feasible
when the calculation of the stress tensor is already included in
the DFT package. The available codes in which this kind of
calculation is implemented, actually obtain the physical stress
σ, rather than the Lagrangian stress τ. Under this condition,
Eq. (2) must be used to convert σ to τ. In the following, we
denominate the procedure based on stress calculations, i.e., on
Eq. (9), as “stress approach”. Correspondingly, the calculation
of the SOECs using Eq. (10) will be referred to as “energy ap-
proach”. In both approaches, one first chooses a deformation
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the algorithm used in the ElaStic tool.

type, i.e., an appropriate strain vector (in the Voigt notation),
e.g., η = (η, η, η, 0, 0, 0), with values of η taken around the ori-
gin. Then, numerical derivatives are taken of the resulting en-
ergy or stress curves in dependence of the parameter η. This
procedure yields a linear combination of SOECs. If the recipe
is repeated for a properly chosen set of deformation types, the
values of single SOECs can be achieved solving the resulting
equations.

3. Calculation of second-order elastic constants

The standard fully-automated procedure for the calculation
of SOECs with ElaStic for an arbitrary crystal is described in
the following. As a starting point, we assume that the geome-
try of the crystal has been optimized for both, cell parameters
and atomic positions, such that the equilibrium configuration
is used as reference system. In this case, all the curves repre-
senting the energy as a function of strain have a minimum at
zero strain. Correspondingly, the stress-strain curves are pass-
ing through the origin. The flowchart of ElaStic as shown in
Fig. 1, displays the single steps of the procedure:

• Specify the DFT code
One of the available computer packages exciting,
WIEN2k, and Quantum ESPRESSO is chosen for per-
forming the DFT calculations. Note that the addition of
interfaces with other ab initio DFT codes to ElaStic is
straightforward.

• Read the structure file
An input file containing information about the structure
(crystal lattice, atomic positions, etc.) should be provided.
For this purpose, ElaStic requires the input file which is
used by the selected DFT code for a calculation at the equi-
librium structure with relaxed atomic positions. The struc-
tural data contained in the input file are read by ElaStic.

• Determine the space-group number
In order to fully characterize the system crystallographi-
cally, the space-group number (SGN) must be determined.
This is performed by the code SGROUP [19]. A clas-
sification of the different crystal structures including the

corresponding number of independent SOECs is given in
Table 1.

• Deform the crystal and prepare input files
From the knowledge of the SGN, a set of deformation
types will be specified. All deformation types utilized in
ElaStic are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for the energy and
stress approach, respectively. Two input values, the max-
imum absolute value for the Lagrangian strain, ηmax, and
the number of distorted structures with strain values be-
tween −ηmax and ηmax, should be provided by the user at
this stage. Then, input files for the chosen DFT code are
created for each deformed structure.

• Perform ab initio calculations
The energy or stress for the set of distorted structures cre-
ated at the previous step is calculated by the selected DFT
code. For each deformed structure, the internal degrees of
freedom are optimized.

• Calculate derivatives: Best polynomial fit
A polynomial fitting procedure is applied to calculate
the second (first) derivative at equilibrium of the energy
(stress) with respect to the Lagrangian strain. It will be
discussed in Section 4 how the order of the polynomial
fit and the distortion range can influence the values of the
SOECs.

• Calculate SOECs: Least-squares fit
The quadratic (linear) coefficients of the best fitting poly-
nomial achieved at the previous step can be expressed as
linear combination of the SOECs. This procedure is re-
peated for a number of different deformation types, thus
obtaining a set of linear equations which is (possibly) re-
dundant in terms of the variables, i.e., of the SOECs. This
set of linear equations is solved using the least-square fit
method.

• Calculate elastic moduli
Appropriate averaging procedures can determine isotropic
elastic constants such as the bulk, shear, and Young mod-
ulus. In ElaStic, three of the most widely used averag-
ing approaches are implemented. While in the Voigt [20]
approach a uniform strain is assumed, the Reuss [21] pro-
cedure is valid for the case of uniform stress. The result-
ing Voigt and Reuss moduli are expressed in terms of the
stiffness constants, ci j, and compliances si j, respectively.
In particular, the bulk and shear modulus in the Voigt ap-
proach are

BV =
1
9

[(c11 + c22 + c33) + 2(c12 + c13 + c23)] , (11)

GV =
1

15
[(c11 + c22 + c33) − (c12 + c13 + c23)

+3(c44 + c55 + c66)] . (12)
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Table 1: Classification of crystal families and systems. Centering type, Laue group, Hermann-Mauguin point-group symbols, and space-group numbers (SGN) are
provided together with the number of independent SOECs. In the last column, prototype materials are shown.

Crystal family Crystal system
Centering Laue

Point group classes SGN
No. of Prototype

type(s) group SOECs material(s)

Cubic Cubic P, F, I
CI 432, 43m, 4

m 3 2
m 207–230

3 C, Al, CsCl
CII 23, 2

m 3 195–206

Hexagonal

Hexagonal P
HI 622, 6mm, 62m, 6

m
2
m

2
m 177–194

5 Ti,TiB2
HII 6, 6, 6

m 168–176

Trigonal P, R
RI 32, 3m, 3 2

m 149–167 6 Al2O3

RII 3, 3 143–148 7 CaMg(CO3)2

Tetragonal Tetragonal P, I
TI 422, 4mm, 42m, 4

m
2
m

2
m 89–142 6 MgF2

TII 4, 4, 4
m 75–88 7 CaMoO4

Orthorhombic Orthorhombic P, C, F, I O 222, mm2, 2
m

2
m

2
m 16–74 9 TiSi2

Monoclinic Monoclinic P, C M m, 2, 2
m 3–15 13 ZrO2

Triclinic Triclinic P N 1, 1 1 and 2 21 TiSi2

The corresponding expressions for the Reuss approach are

BR = [(s11 + s22 + s33) + 2(s12 + s13 + s23)]−1 , (13)

GR = 15 [4(s11 + s22 + s33) − (s12 + s13 + s23)

+3(s44 + s55 + s66)]−1 . (14)

Hill [22, 23] has shown that the Voigt and Reuss elastic
moduli are the strict upper and lower bound, respectively.
Thus, the Hill-averaged bulk and shear moduli can be de-
termined from these upper and lower limits as

GH =
1
2

(GV + GR) , (15)

BH =
1
2

(BV + BR) . (16)

For all the averaged procedures presented here, the Young
modulus, E, and Poisson ratio, ν, can be obtained in con-
nection with the bulk modulus, B, and the shear modulus,
G, as

E =
9BG

3B + G
, (17)

ν =
3B − 2G

2(3B + G)
. (18)

• Post processing: Transform elastic tensors
In addition to the main code, ElaStic can be used to per-
form some post-processing of the obtained results. For
instance, due to the fact that the definition of the elastic
constants depends on the choice of the reference Cartesian

coordinate system, ElaStic includes a tool which con-
verts the elastic-constants tensor referred to an “old ” ref-
erence system (with Cartesian coordinates {xi}) to a “new ”
one (with transformed coordinates {Xi}). The transforma-
tion between the two coordinate systems is defined by

Xi =

3∑
j=1

ai j x j , (19)

where ai j is the cosine of the angle between the directions
of Xi and x j. Finally, the transformation for the compo-
nents of the elastic-constant tensor is given by:

Ci jkl =

3∑
m,n,p,q=1

aim a jn akp alq cmnpq , (20)

where cmnpq (Ci jkl) are the second-order elastic constants
in the old (new) Cartesian coordinates.

4. Accuracy and numerical differentiation

The numerical accuracy of the elastic-constant calculations
described in the last sections is strongly correlated with the nu-
merical differentiation needed for the evaluation of Eqs. (9) and
(10). In fact, we deal with a function (energy or stress) which is
calculated only for a finite set of strain values. The evaluation of
the numerical derivative of a such a function is a non trivial is-
sue. Several parameters play an important role, like the number
and range of data points included in the fit and the kind of pro-
cedure used for the differentiation. In addition, the calculated
data points suffer from intrinsic numerical uncertainties, as in
the case of the ab initio determination of energies and stresses
in numerical DFT codes. In order to keep all these parameters
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Table 2: Deformation types, expressed in the Voigt notation, that are used by
ElaStic in the energy approach. Here, the generic (i-th) strain tensor is repre-
sented as a vector η(i) = (η1, η2, η3, η4, η5, η6).

η(i) η1 η2 η3 η4 η5 η6

η(1) η η η 0 0 0
η(2) η 0 0 0 0 0
η(3) 0 η 0 0 0 0
η(4) 0 0 η 0 0 0
η(5) 0 0 0 2η 0 0
η(6) 0 0 0 0 2η 0
η(7) 0 0 0 0 0 2η
η(8) η η 0 0 0 0
η(9) η 0 η 0 0 0
η(10) η 0 0 2η 0 0
η(11) η 0 0 0 2η 0
η(12) η 0 0 0 0 2η
η(13) 0 η η 0 0 0
η(14) 0 η 0 2η 0 0
η(15) 0 η 0 0 2η 0
η(16) 0 η 0 0 0 2η
η(17) 0 0 η 2η 0 0
η(18) 0 0 η 0 2η 0
η(19) 0 0 η 0 0 2η
η(20) 0 0 0 2η 2η 0
η(21) 0 0 0 2η 0 2η
η(22) 0 0 0 0 2η 2η
η(23) 0 0 0 2η 2η 2η

η(24) −η 1
2η

1
2η 0 0 0

η(25) 1
2η −η 1

2η 0 0 0

η(26) 1
2η

1
2η −η 0 0 0

η(27) η −η 0 0 0 0
η(28) η −η 0 0 0 2η
η(29) 0 η −η 0 0 2η

Table 3: Same as Table 2 for the stress approach. The choice of deformation
types is made according to Ref. [11].

η̃i η1 η2 η3 η4 η5 η6

η̃(1) η 2η 3η 4η 5η 6η

η̃(2) −2η η 4η −3η 6η −5η

η̃(3) 3η −5η −η 6η 2η −4η

η̃(4) −4η −6η 5η η −3η 2η

η̃(5) 5η 4η 6η −2η −η −3η

η̃(6) −6η 3η −2η 5η −4η η

under control and to estimate the numerical error of the ab ini-
tio calculation of energies and stresses, we have developed a
special fitting procedure, which will be illustrated in the next
section for a simple model. Then, the application of this proce-
dure will be shown for some prototypical real materials. Here,
only results for the energy approach are shown. However, the
extension to the stress approach is straightforward.

4.1. An analytical example
In the following, we demonstrate the reliability of numerical

energy derivatives by a simple test case. We assume that the
energy vs. strain relationship is known and is exactly given as
a polynomial function in the strain η of a certain degree. In
this example, without loss of generality, we consider the highest
degree of the polynomial’s terms to be 6

E(η) =

6∑
i=1

Ai η
i . (21)

Here, all coefficients Ai are considered to be known. The co-
efficient A2, which is needed for the calculation of the second-
derivative at zero strain of the energy-strain curve, is set as to
A2 = 100 (in arbitrary units). Obviously, in this special case,
the differentiation can be performed analytically; nevertheless,
we calculate the second-order derivative with standard numer-
ical techniques. Therefore, we generate a set of 51 equally-
spaced strain points with symmetric distribution around the ori-
gin in the range η ∈ [−0.1, 0.1] and calculate the energy val-
ues using Eq. (21). A polynomial fit yields the exact value of
A2 if the order of the polynomial is equal to or larger than 6,
otherwise it will give an approximated value. The procedure
can be repeated by taking into account only strain points in the
range η ∈

[
−ηmax, ηmax

]
for different values of ηmax (keeping

the strain-point density fixed). The energy as a function of η
calculated from Eq. (21) and the value of A2 as a function of
ηmax are shown in the left and right top panels of Fig. 2, respec-
tively. Due to the choice of a symmetric distribution of strain
points around the origin, the fitting polynomials of order n and
n + 1 with even n provide the same value of A2, as can be seen
in Fig. 2. The results for the quadratic polynomial fit are close
to the correct value only for ηmax < 0.01. The polynomial fit
order n = 4 provides the correct result for ηmax < 0.35, while
the order n = 6 can be used for any value of ηmax.

The example considered up to here is very simple and some-
how trivial. However, the situation is different considering that
the values of the function E(η) are not known exactly, but in-
clude some intrinsic numerical error introduced by calculating
DFT total energies. We simulate the effect of such errors by
adding a random noise of given amplitude to the polynomial
function in Eq. (21), as given by

Ẽ∆(η) = E(η) + ξ∆ (Emax − Emin) , (22)

where Emax and Emin are the maximum and minimum of the
function E(η) in the range η ∈ [−0.1, 0.1], and ξ is a randomly
generated number in the range ξ ∈ [−1, 1].

The results for ∆ = 0.005 and ∆ = 0.02 are shown in the
middle and lower right panels of Fig. 2, respectively. The main
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Figure 2: Energy as a function of strain η calculated from Eq. (22) for different amplitudes of noise, ∆ = 0, 0.005, and 0.02, respectively (left) and the corresponding
coefficient A2 as obtained from different polynomial fits (right).

effect of the noise is to generate deviations from the unperturbed
curves, strongly depending on the order of the polynomial fit,
ηmax, and the noise amplitude. Analysis of the two lower panels
identifies two different trends in dependence of the fitting order:

i) For small deformations, the best results for the derivative,
i.e., the closest ones to the imposed value, are obtained
by using low-order polynomial fit. The same result holds
also if only a few data points are taken into account for
the fit. The better values for the derivative arise in this
case from the fact that the noise is partially averaged out
using low-order polynomials, while high-order ones follow
the noise much more, developing unphysical wiggles and,
thus, yielding completely wrong coefficients.

ii) The results obtained for large deformations are very close
to the correct value for high-order polynomial fit, in par-
ticular, in the strain regions where the curves in the right
panel of Fig. 2 are flat.

From the previous analysis, we conclude that, for a fixed or-
der of the polynomial fit, the correct value of A2 is best repro-
duced in the region of values of ηmax, which is characterized by
a plateau of the displayed curves. For instance, for the largest
noise amplitude (bottom right), for the range ηmax > 0.08 only
the sixth order polynomial fit gives reasonable results for the
coefficient A2. Therefore, considering the fact that low-order
polynomial fit gives good results only for small values of ηmax,
the application of high-order polynomial fit is preferable. This
means, in turn, that large values of ηmax and a considerable

number of strain points should be used in order to identify the
plateaus.

These results allow to establish a general criterion for finding
the best numerical derivative of a function. In practice, one
needs to the identify the flat regions (plateaus), which typically
move to higher values of ηmax when applying a higher-order
polynomial fit.

In addition to the above analysis, the simple model intro-
duced above can be used to investigate the intrinsic accuracy
of the energy values. This can be done with the help of a cross-
validation (CV) method [24, 25, 26]. In general, the CV tech-
nique allows for optimization of the fitting procedure performed
on a sample of statistical data. In detail, we apply the leave-one-
out cross-validation score. In our context, it is used as follows.

In our simple example, the statistical sample consists of N
pairs of the type (ηi, Ei). Then, the CV error of a polynomial fit
of order n can be calculated as

δ(n)
CV =

√√√
1
N

N∑
i=1

[
Ei − p(n)(ηi)

]2 , (23)

where p(n)(ηi) is the value at ηi of the polynomial function of
order n which has been obtained by applying the polynomial fit
order n to N − 1 points of the sample, i.e., excluding the pair
(ηi, Ei).

The CV error defined in Eq. (23) as a function of ηmax for
different orders of the polynomial fit is shown in Fig. 3. The
behavior of the different curves is similar to the corresponding
ones in Fig. 2. However, in this case, each plateau value gives
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Figure 3: The cross-validation (CV) error defined in Eq. (23) as a function of
ηmax for different values of the maximum noise amplitude for the simple model
discussed in the text. The upper, middle, and lower panel illustrate the result
for ∆ = 0 (no noise), 0.005 (low noise), and 0.02 (high noise), respectively.

an estimation of the maximum noise amplitude. Therefore, for
real materials, this result can be used to check the numerical
accuracy of the energy obtained by the ab initio calculation. In
fact, if a too large plateau value is found in this case, the accu-
racy of the DFT computations should be probably increased by
a more appropriate choice of the computational parameters.

4.2. Test examples for real materials

The method illustrated in the previous subsection can also
be applied to real systems, under the assumption that the errors
in the calculated DFT energies are statistically independent. In
this section, we consider as test cases three materials with cu-
bic structure, the most symmetric lattice type. The materials we
have chosen are diamond, Al, and CsCl. They are representa-
tive systems which can be classified from the elastic point of
view as hard, medium, and soft materials, respectively.

The elastic constants that we investigate in this test is the
bulk modulus. (For cubic systems the different definitions for
the bulk modulus give the same value.) In Fig. 4, we show the
result of WIEN2k calculations of the bulk modulus for the test
materials as a function of ηmax and for different orders of the
polynomial used in the fitting procedure. As explained in the
previous subsection, only even values of the polynomial order

Figure 4: Bulk modulus as a function of the maximum absolute value of defor-
mation, ηmax, for three cubic materials: diamond (upper panel), fcc Al (middle
panel), and sc CsCl (lower panel). The calculation have been performed using
the WIEN2k code.

are significant. The deformation type which is used here is a
uniform volume change. In addition to the results of the poly-
nomial fit, Fig. 4 also displays the value of the bulk modulus as
obtained using the equation-of-state fitting procedure proposed
by Birch and Murnaghan (BM) [27]. The trends observed for
the polynomial fits in Fig. 4 are the same as for the noisy curves
of the simple model (right panel of Fig. 2). The converged val-
ues of the bulk modulus for the polynomial and the equation-
of-state fit, as denoted by the flat part of curves in Fig. 4, are
comparable. Note that the application of the equation-of-state
fit is possible for deformations which change only the volume
of a system. Therefore, this kind of fit can be used to obtain a
restricted number of elastic properties, i.e., the bulk modulus or
its pressure derivative. In addition, the procedure which applies
the polynomial fit appears to be more systematic.

In the light of the foregoing analysis, the polynomial fit pro-
cedure has been implemented in the ElaStic code. The choice
of the optimal fitting parameters depends on both the material
and the applied deformation type. In most cases, for the elastic-
constant calculations of the prototype materials reported in Sec-
tion 7, results have been obtained using a sixth-order polyno-
mial fit with values of ηmax in the range ηmax ∈ [0.05, 0.08].
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Table 4: List of deformation types used in ElaStic for the different Laue groups in the energy approach. The number of deformation types, equal to the number of
independent SOECs, is denoted by NDT. Deformation types are labeled according to Table 2.

Laue
NDT Deformation typesgroup

CI,II 3 η(1), η(8), η(23)

HI,II 5 η(1), η(3), η(4), η(17), η(26)

RI 6 η(1), η(2), η(4), η(5), η(8), η(10)

RII 7 η(1), η(2), η(4), η(5), η(8), η(10), η(11)

TI 6 η(1), η(4), η(5), η(7), η(26), η(27)

TII 7 η(1), η(4), η(5), η(7), η(26), η(27), η(28)

O 9 η(1), η(3), η(4), η(5), η(6), η(7), η(25), η(26), η(27)

M 13 η(1), η(3), η(4), η(5), η(6), η(7), η(12), η(20), η(24), η(25), η(27), η(28), η(29)

N 21 η(2), η(3), η(4), η(5), η(6), η(7), η(8), η(9), η(10), η(11), η(12), η(13), η(14), η(15), η(16), η(17), η(18), η(19), η(20), η(21), η(22)

Table 5: List of deformation types used in ElaStic for the different Laue
groups in the stress approach. The number of deformation types is denoted
by NDT. Deformation types are labeled according to Table 3.

Laue
NDT Deformation typesgroup

CI,II 1 η̃(1)

HI,II 2 η̃(1), η̃(3)

RI,II 2 η̃(1), η̃(3)

TI,II 2 η̃(1), η̃(3)

O 3 η̃(1), η̃(3), η̃(5)

M 5 η̃(1), η̃(2), η̃(3), η̃(4), η̃(5)

N 6 η̃(1), η̃(2), η̃(3), η̃(4), η̃(5), η̃(6)

5. Choice of the deformations

A prominent role in improving the accuracy of the calcula-
tion of SOECs is played by the choice of the deformation types
selected for each crystal structure. The list of the deformation
types used in the ElaStic tool for elastic-constant calculations
are presented in Tables 4 and 5 for the energy and stress ap-
proach, respectively. In ElaStic different criteria are followed
for this choice depending on the kind of approach which is used.

In the stress approach, the deformation types are defined ac-
cording to Ref. [11]. Here, deformations corresponding to the
so-called universal linear-independent coupling strains [11] are
used. Although the corresponding deformed structures exhibit
very low symmetry, this choice requires only a small number of
deformation types.

A different criterion is followed in the case of the energy ap-
proach. Generally, there are many possible choices for the se-
lection of deformation types; nevertheless, some of them are
more preferable. In particular, we have chosen the set of defor-

Figure 5: Total energy of the deformed diamond structure by applying the η(23)

deformation type. At η = 0.08, the kink indicates the transition to a different
rhombohedral structure.

mation types where the symmetry of the unperturbed system is
least reduced by applying strain for two reasons: The first one
is to minimize the computational effort as DFT codes can make
use symmetry. Second, low symmetry may also lead to very
slow convergence with respect to computational parameters as
has been reported in the literature [28].

The choice of too large values for ηmax should be avoided due
to the possible onset of a phase transition. For instance, this
happens in the calculation of the elastic constant c44 of cubic
diamond when applying the η(23) deformation type. The curve
of the total energy as a function of the strain for this specific
case is shown in Fig. 5. It exhibits a kink at η = 0.08 related
to the onset of a phase transition from the (deformed) diamond
structure to a lamellar rhombohedral system where the carbon
sheets are oriented orthogonally to the (1,1,1) direction of the
cubic diamond structure.
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Table 6: Computational parameters used for lattice optimization and elastic-
constant calculations with exciting and WIEN2kṠmearing values (σsmear) are
given in Ry, muffin-tin radii (RMT) are in atomic units.

Material Atom RMT RMTKmax k-mesh σsmear

C C 1.15 8.0 15×15×15 –

Al Al 2.00 9.0 36×36×36 0.025

CsCl Cs 2.00 9.0 15×15×15 –
Cl 2.00

Ti Ti 2.00 8.0 16×16×9 0.010

TiB2 Ti 2.23 9.0 15×15×12 –
B 1.54

Al2O3 Al 1.64 8.0 8×8×8 –
O 1.64

MgF2 Mg 1.80 8.0 10×10×16 –
F 1.40

CaMoO4 Ca 1.60 8.0 8×8×8 0.010
Mo 1.60
O 1.50

TiSi2 Ti 2.10 8.5 8×8×8 –
Si 1.50

ZrO2 Zr 1.75 8.0 7×8×7 –
O 1.55

TiSi2 Ti 2.00 8.5 14×12×14 –
Si 2.00

6. Computational details

The energies and stresses of the distorted structures are cal-
culated using the DFT codes exciting, WIEN2k, and Quan-
tum ESPRESSO. In all these codes, the electronic states and
density are obtained by solving the self-consistent Kohn-Sham
equations of DFT [13]. However, they differ in the choice
of the basis set which is used for representing the electronic
states. While exciting and WIEN2k are based on the full-
potential (linearized) augmented plane-wave and local-orbitals
(FP-(L)APW+lo) method, the Quantum ESPRESSO software
package uses a plane-wave basis set in the pseudopotential ap-
proximation. In the most recent implementations, the direct cal-
culation of the stress tensor is available only for the Quantum
ESPRESSO package; therefore our results for the stress ap-
proach have been obtained by using this code.

First-principles calculations have been performed for a set of
materials. At least one representative crystal for each crystal
system has been chosen. Extensive tests for each considered
crystal have been carried out to ensure that the calculated prop-
erties are converged within a certain accuracy, with respect to
all computational parameters, e.g., the k-point mesh, the basis
set size, and the expansion of the charge density. The main
computational parameters which have been used to perform the
calculations presented in this work are shown in Tables 6 (for

Table 7: Computational parameters used for lattice optimization and elastic-
constant calculations with the Quantum ESPRESSO code. Kinetic-energy
cutoffs (Ecut) and smearing values (σsmear) are given in Ry.

Material E(wfc)
cut E(rho)

cut k-mesh σsmear

C 80 480 15×15×15 –
Al 80 800 36×36×36 0.025
Ti 80 800 16×16×9 0.010
TiB2 100 1000 15×15×12 –
Al2O3 80 800 8×8×8 –
MgF2 80 800 10×10×16 –
CaMoO4 80 800 8×8×8 0.010
TiSi2 80 800 8×8×8 0.010
ZrO2 80 800 7×8×7 –

exciting and WIEN2k) and 7 (for Quantum ESPRESSO).
In all calculations exchange-correlation effects have been

treated within the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA)
with the PBE [29] functional. The accuracy of the PBE func-
tional in providing results for the elastic constants has been al-
ready shown in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Exception-
ally, for the calculation of CsCl we have used the PBEsol [30]
exchange-correlation functional which allows for a better de-
scription of the interatomic bonding, in particular for systems
which are characterized by small values of the SOECs, such
as CsCl. In fact, the agreement with experimental data for the
elastic constants is improved from about 21% to less than 2%
using the PBEsol instead of the PBE functional.

For the integration over the Brillouin zone, we have em-
ployed the improved tetrahedron [31] method as well as sum-
mations over special points within the Monkhorst-Pack [32]
scheme. For metallic systems, the Gaussian-smearing tech-
nique [33] has been used. For lattice relaxations, convergence
has been achieved for residual forces and stresses lower than
0.1 mRy/bohr and 50 MPa, respectively.

7. Results

In this section, we present the results for the SOECs obtained
by the ElaStic code. Our main goal consists in showing the re-
liability of results and used procedures. We are not particularly
aim at matching experimental values, which could be obtained
under conditions which are different from the ones considered
for the calculations. For instance, theoretical data obtained us-
ing DFT should be interpreted only as T = 0K values, while
most experiments are performed at room temperature.

For the ab initio calculation of the SOECs, first one has to op-
timize lattice parameters and ionic positions. This optimization
has been performed for all the crystal systems we have stud-
ied. The results for the equilibrium lattice parameters of the
different materials are shown in Table 8 for all the used codes.
The errors concerning the numerical differentiation have been
minimized by using the procedure shown in Section 4. Ob-
viously, the different codes (exciting, WIEN2k, and Quan-
tum ESPRESSO) and different approaches (energy and stress)
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Table 8: Optimized lattice parameters (a, b, and c, in atomic units) and angles (α, β, and γ, in degrees) for representative materials. X,W, and Q denote calculations
performed with the codes exciting, WIEN2k, and Quantum ESPRESSO, respectively. For elemental Ti, the labels (us) and (paw) indicate the use of ultra-soft
pseudopotentials or the Projector-Augmented-Wave method, respectively. The quoted references refer to experimental values.

Material Code a b c α β γ

C X 6.747
W 6.749
Q 6.741

[34] 6.741

Al W 7.636
Q 7.669

[35] 7.653

CsCl W 7.702
[36] 7.797

Ti W 5.552 8.803
Q (paw) 5.555 8.791
Q (us) 5.412 8.554
[37] 5.575 8.844

TiB2 W 5.729 6.107
Q 5.727 6.079

[38] 5.726 6.108

Al2O3 W 9.800 55.28
Q 9.741 55.29

[39] 9.691 55.28

CaMg(CO3)2 Q 11.439 47.24
[40] 11.363 47.12

MgF2 W 8.898 5.857
Q 8.873 5.855

[41] 8.721 5.750

CaMoO4 W 10.003 21.931
Q 10.061 21.881

[42] 9.868 21.590

TiSi2 W 9.072 15.654 16.200
Q 9.048 15.624 16.204

[43] 9.071 15.628 16.157

ZrO2 W 10.128 9.812 9.931 99.63
Q 10.138 9.786 9.897 99.62

[44] 10.048 9.733 9.849 99.23

TiSi2 W 9.284 9.047 11.264 53.04 51.14 75.82
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Table 9: Elastic constants (cαβ) for single-crystal C with the cubic diamond
structure. We also show results for the isotropic bulk (B) and shear (G) mod-
ulus for polycrystalline samples obtained using both the Voigt and Reuss aver-
aging procedure. (Note that for cubic structures BV = BR = B.) The Young’s
modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) are estimated from Hill’s approximation.
All data except ν, which is dimensionless, are given in GPa. The symbolsW,
X, and Q denote calculations performed with the codes WIEN2k, exciting,
and Quantum ESPRESSO, respectively. The subscripts E and τ indicate the
use of the energy and stress approach, respectively. Experimental values for the
elastic constants are taken from Ref. [45], the experimental elastic moduli are
obtained from these values using Eqs. (11–18).

C WE XE QE Q τ [45]

c11 1052.3 1055.9 1052.7 1053.0 1077.0
c12 125.0 125.1 121.5 121.3 124.6
c44 559.3 560.6 560.3 560.6 577.0
B 434.1 435.4 431.9 431.8 442.1

GV 521.0 522.5 522.4 522.7 536.7
GR 516.7 518.2 518.2 518.4 532.0
EH 1113.1 1116.3 1113.7 1114.0 1142.6
νH 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

should achieve very similar results. If this is not the case, the
failure should be attributed to the one or the other approxima-
tion which is implicit in the theoretical methods or in their im-
plementation.

Below, results for the different structure families are dis-
cussed separately.

7.1. Cubic family
For cubic crystals structures, the second-order elastic ten-

sor is fully determined by three independent elastic constants.
We have chosen three examples representing different ranges
of elastic moduli: diamond, Al, and CsCl, which are known as
hard, medium, and soft material, respectively. Hard materials,
like diamond, are characterized by very deep energy-strain and
very steep stress-strain curves. This situation corresponds to
relatively large values for the SOECs. On the other hand, in soft
materials like CsCl, the curves representing the energy/stress as
a function of the strain are much flatter, which can cause larger
errors in the resulting elastic properties. In fact, while a given
accuracy in the evaluation of the total energy may lead to small
errors for hard materials, the same accuracy may yield large
errors for a soft material.

In Tables 9 and 10, the SOECs obtained with different ap-
proaches and codes are shown. As can be seen in Table 9, all
the theoretical results for diamond are very similar and very
close to experiment. The largest deviation is found for the val-
ues of c11 and c44 which appear smaller than in experiment. The
tendency of GGA to slightly overestimate the bonding strength
corresponds to an underestimation of the crystal’s stiffness. For
Al and CsCl, the agreement of all the values with their experi-
mental counterparts (see Table 10) is also very good.

7.2. Hexagonal family
As can be seen in Table 1, two different crystal systems be-

long to the hexagonal family: The primitive hexagonal and the

Table 10: Same as Table 9 for Al (left) and CsCl (right) in the cubic structure.
Data from Refs. [45] and [46] are experimental values.

Al CsCl

WE QE Q τ [45] WE [46]

c11 112.1 109.3 109.0 108.0 36.9 36.4
c12 60.3 57.5 57.7 62.0 8.4 8.8
c44 32.8 30.1 34.6 28.3 8.4 8.0
B 77.6 74.8 74.8 77.3 17.9 18.0

GV 30.1 28.4 31.0 26.2 10.8 10.3
GR 29.7 28.3 30.4 25.9 10.8 9.6
EH 79.4 75.5 81.1 70.2 26.2 25.2
νH 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.35 0.26 0.27

Table 11: Same as Table 9 for TiB2 in the primitive hexagonal structure. Data
from Ref. [49] are the experimental values.

TiB2 WE QE Q τ [49]

c11 652 654 652 660
c12 69 71 69 48
c13 103 100 98 93
c33 448 459 463 432
c44 258 260 259 260
BV 256 256 256 247
BR 250 251 251 240
GV 260 262 262 266
GR 254 257 257 258
EH 576 581 581 579
νH 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.10

trigonal systems. In the following, the two systems will be dis-
cussed separately.

For primitive hexagonal structures, there are five independent
elastic constants. As representative for this crystal system, the
elemental metal Ti and the metal-like ceramic TiB2 have been
chosen. According to the results presented in Tables 11 and
12, elastic constants for TiB2 obtained with different methods
and codes are very similar, while for Ti large deviations are ob-
served among theoretical results obtained with different pseu-
dopotentials. SOECs calculated using the PAW method [47],
are very close to the ones obtained by the WIEN2k code. In
contrast, the results based on ultra-soft (US) potentials [48])
are significantly different. These deviations indicate a failure of
this kind of pseudopotential approximation for describing the
metallic interaction in hexagonal titanium.

In Tables 13 and 14, we list the calculated elastic constants
for materials belonging to the trigonal family. In trigonal lat-
tices, there are either six or seven independent elastic constants,
and the two cases are distinguishable on the basis of the SGN.
We have chosen Al2O3 and CaMg(CO3)2 as examples for the
Laue groups RI and RII, respectively. The calculation of the
SOECs for trigonal crystals deserves special attention. First,
there is an intrinsic difference between trigonal crystal struc-
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Table 12: Same as Table 9 for Ti in the primitive hexagonal structure. The
labels (us) and (paw) indicate the use of ultra-soft pseudopotentials and the
PAW method, respectively. Data from Ref. [50] are experimental values.

Ti WE Q
(paw)
E

Q
(us)
E

[50]

c11 179 174 190 160
c12 85 85 99 90
c13 74 77 91 66
c33 187 181 213 181
c44 44 44 39 46
BV 112 112 128 105
BR 112 112 128 105
GV 48 46 45 44
GR 48 46 44 42
EH 125 120 120 114
νH 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.32

tures with P and R centering type (see Table 1). In contrast to
the structures with R centering, the primitive P structures are
treated on the same footing as the primitive hexagonal ones.
Second, the default choice of the reference Cartesian coordi-
nate frame used for these crystals is not the same for all DFT
codes. As a consequence, for the trigonal family, the calculated
second-order elastic matrix can be different as well, as demon-
strated below. The different choices of the default Cartesian
reference frame defined in ElaStic for the DFT codes consid-
ered in this work are presented in the Appendix (Table A.20).

According to the literature concerning the SOECs in trigo-
nal materials with R centering type, the sign of c14 and c15
is an open issue. Different signs of c14 of Al2O3 are found
in experimental [51, 52, 53, 54] as well as theoretical work
[55, 56, 57, 58]. These discrepancies may be related to the
ambiguity in the choice of the Cartesian coordinate frame for
the trigonal R structure. In the literature, this structure is of-
ten referred to as rhombohedral, and this denomination will be
adopted in the following. Systems with rhombohedral symme-
try can be described using a supercell with hexagonal symme-
try. The setting of the hexagonal primitive cell with respect to
the rhombohedral unit cell is not unique, allowing for different
choices of the Cartesian reference frame. An additional compli-
cation appears, as in different DFT codes the Cartesian frames
are defined differently (see Tables A.20). In order to sketch the
situation, we show in Fig. 6 two different choices for the hexag-
onal unit cell for the rhombohedral cell of Al2O3 together with
the rhombohedral primitive vectors projected onto the xy plane.
As it is shown in Fig. 6, there are two different Cartesian co-
ordinate frames to which the elastic constants of rhombohedral
structures can be referred to. The two frames are labeled by “+”
and “−”, which correspond to the sign of c14 in our calculated
examples. As can be seen in Tables 13 and 14, our calculated
values of c14 for Al2O3 and CaMg(CO3)2 are negative, which
is consistent with the choice of the “−” Cartesian coordinate
system in the ElaStic code.

Figure 6: Two possible choices for Cartesian coordinates in the trigonal R
(rhombohedral) structure. For the coordinate system in the right (left) panel,
negative (positive) values are obtained for c14 for Al2O3. Black bold lines in-
dicate the projection of the primitive rhombohedral lattice vectors onto the xy
plane. The shaded (green) areas correspond to the hexagonal primitive cells.

Table 13: Same as Table 9 for Al2O3 in the trigonal RI structure. Data from
Ref. [50] are the experimental values.

Al2O3 WE QE Q τ [50]

c11 453.4 463.8 460.9 497.4
c12 151.2 148.5 148.7 164.0
c13 108.0 107.9 107.8 112.2
c14 –20.5 –20.3 –20.4 –23.6
c33 452.0 469.9 466.4 499.1
c44 132.2 139.0 137.6 147.4
BV 232.6 236.2 235.2 252.3
BR 232.2 236.0 234.9 251.8
GV 149.2 156.0 154.5 166.0
GR 144.7 151.7 150.2 160.6
EH 364.1 379.3 375.8 403.0
νH 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.23

7.3. Tetragonal and orthorhombic families

Our results for crystals with tetragonal TI and TII as well as
orthorhombic symmetry are summarized in Tables 15, 16, and
17, respectively. In tetragonal systems, there are either six (TI
class) or seven (TII) independent elastic constants. We have
studied MgF2 and CaMoO4 as examples for the TI and TII lat-
tice types, respectively. All calculated results are in reasonable
agreement with experiment. The stress and energy approach, as
well as the use of WIEN2k and Quantum ESPRESSO, lead to
similar elastic constants, except for c12 for CaMoO4 obtained
with the WIEN2k code.

The SOECs for the orthorhombic system TiSi2 are listed in
Table 17. In this case, there are nine independent elastic con-
stants. The comparison between the values obtained by pseu-
dopotential calculations with the full-potential and experimen-
tal results shows large deviations for some elastic constants, e.g,
c13, c22, c33, and c66. Like before, we assign these discrepancies
to the pseudopotential approximation.

7.4. Monoclinic and triclinic families

The monoclinic structure is characterized by thirteen inde-
pendent elastic constants. Due to the large number of SOECs
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Table 14: Same as Table 9 for CaMg(CO3)2 (dolomite) in the trigonal RII struc-
ture. Data from Ref. [59] are the experimental values.

CaMg(CO3)2 QE Q τ [59]

c11 194.3 194.5 205.0
c12 66.5 66.7 71.0
c13 56.8 56.4 57.4
c14 –17.5 –17.7 –19.5
c15 11.5 11.1 13.7
c33 108.5 107.4 113.0
c44 38.8 38.6 39.8
BV 95.3 95.0 99.4
BR 87.2 86.6 90.3
GV 49.4 49.4 51.8
GR 39.4 39.3 39.7
EH 114.7 114.4 118.2
νH 0.29 0.29 0.29

Table 15: Same as Table 9 for MgF2 in the tetragonal TI structure. Data from
Ref. [60] are the experimental values.

MgF2 WE QE Q τ [60]

c11 130.0 127.0 126.5 123.7
c12 78.2 80.1 79.8 73.2
c13 54.7 57.3 57.6 53.6
c33 185.0 187.7 187.3 177.0
c44 50.5 50.8 50.7 55.2
c66 83.0 87.2 87.2 97.8
BV 91.1 92.3 92.2 87.2
BR 90.5 91.4 91.3 86.4
GV 54.0 54.2 54.0 57.9
GR 46.7 45.2 45.0 48.1
EH 127.4 126.3 126.0 132.1
νH 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.25

and the low symmetry, calculations for this structure family are
computationally more demanding than for the previous ones.
We have chosen ZrO2, zirconia, as representative material.

Theoretical data for monoclinic zirconia are listed in Ta-
ble 18. The choice of Cartesian reference frame for monoclinic
structures in the Quantum ESPRESSO and WIEN2k codes is
different, as explained in Appendix A. Therefore, in order to
compare results of different codes, we have transformed all the
elastic constants to the Cartesian coordinate system used in ex-
periment [63] using Eq. (20). Deviation between theory and
experiment may be related to temperature effects.

Triclinic structures exhibit the lowest symmetry, where all
the 21 Voigt components of the elastic tensor are indepen-
dent. Moreover, triclinic materials typically, have more than
ten atoms in the unit cell. Hence, in this case the calculations
are very demanding. In order to make calculations feasible at
reasonable computational cost, we have chosen the primitive
orthorhombic cell of TiSi2 as an example, but treating it with-

Table 16: Same as Table 9 for CaMoO4 in the tetragonal TII structure. Data
from Ref. [61] are the experimental values.

CaMoO4 WE QE Q τ [61]

c11 123.4 126.9 125.9 144.7
c12 43.9 58.0 57.5 66.4
c13 48.7 46.6 46.0 46.6
c16 8.1 10.2 10.1 13.4
c33 109.3 110.0 109.3 126.5
c44 31.5 29.0 28.7 36.9
c66 37.4 34.2 34.2 45.1
BV 71.0 74.0 73.4 81.7
BR 70.9 73.2 72.6 80.5
GV 34.4 32.6 32.4 40.9
GR 33.5 31.1 30.9 38.7
EH 87.8 83.5 83.0 102.6
νH 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.29

out considering symmetry. Instead of comparing with experi-
ment, we have made a comparison between the elastic constants
calculated directly for the triclinic primitive unit cell and those
obtained from the transformation of the previous results for the
orthorhombic unit cell. The comparison is shown in Table 19.

8. Summary and Discussion

We have introduced ElaStic, a tool for calculating second-
order elastic constants using two alternative approaches, based
on the calculation of the total energy and stress, respectively.
The two approaches provide equivalent results, but have some
intrinsic differences.

The stress approach allows to use a much smaller set of de-
formations, thus reducing the computational effort. Further-
more, only first-order derivatives have to be calculated, which
improve the accuracy of numerical differentiation. However,
the symmetry of the distorted structures in this case is low-
ered to monoclinic or triclinic, thereby increasing CPU time
and memory consumption. In order to achieve the same accu-
racy by directly computing the stress tensor rather than through
total-energy calculations, often computational parameters (e.g.,
kinetic-energy cutoff, k-point sampling, etc.) have to be read-
justed, which increases the computational costs. In addition,
this direct calculation of the stress tensor is not available in ev-
ery considered code.

On the other hand, a larger number of distortion types must
be considered for the energy approach, which also requires the
numerical calculation of second-order derivatives. Deformation
types, however, can be selected such to preserve the symmetry
of the reference system as much as possible. For more symmet-
ric crystal structures, e.g. cubic or hexagonal, both approaches
are equally suitable, but for less symmetric crystal structures
like monoclinic or triclinic systems, the stress approach is more
efficient.

In order to demonstrate the ability and trustability of
ElaStic, we have presented SOECs for prototypical exam-
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Table 19: Elastic constants (in GPa) for single crystal TiSi2 in the triclinic structure calculated using the WIEN2k code. First row values are the results of obtained
by direct calculations in the triclinic unit cell, Second row are obtained by transforming the results from the centrosymmetric orthorhombic unit cell (lattice class O)
to the triclinic structure (N) using Eq. (20).

c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c22 c23 c24

Direct calculations 354.5 42.2 88.6 –31.4 27.4 –14.4 284.1 48.9 17.2
Transform from O to N 361.1 39.8 89.6 –33.8 30.4 –15.3 285.0 48.8 15.4

c25 c26 c33 c34 c35 c36 c44 c45 c46

Direct calculations 7.5 14.8 287.3 –17.0 –4.6 –14.0 128.9 –4.0 –8.8
Transform from O to N 5.9 14.0 288.4 –17.7 –3.1 –15.4 129.3 –8.2 –8.3

c55 c56 c66 BV BR GV GR EH νH

Direct calculations 119.3 –17.5 92.6 142.8 139.3 117.9 109.6 269.0 0.18
Transform from O to N 120.0 –18.4 92.9 143.4 139.4 118.8 110.0 279.4 0.18

Table 17: Same as Table 9 for TiSi2 in the orthorhombic structure. Data from
Ref. [62] are the experimental values. For titanium, an ultra-soft pseudopoten-
tial has been used for calculations performed with Quantum ESPRESSO.

TiSi2 WE QE Q τ [62]

c11 312.5 297.9 306.4 320.4
c12 27.9 18.5 24.8 29.3
c13 83.8 123.3 112.3 86.0
c22 306.3 212.2 204.6 317.5
c23 21.1 31.2 31.5 38.4
c33 406.4 481.9 495.8 413.2
c44 73.1 73.6 73.2 75.8
c55 106.4 108.7 100.0 112.5
c66 117.3 97.5 106.0 117.5
BV 143.4 148.7 149.4 150.9
BR 139.4 124.0 124.1 146.8
GV 118.8 110.5 111.7 120.9
GR 110.0 101.2 101.6 112.9
EH 270.3 252.3 253.9 278.1
νH 0.180 0.190 0.190 0.188

Table 18: Same as Table 9 for ZrO2 (zirconia) in the monoclinic structure. Data
from Ref. [9] are obtained using the CASTEP code and the stress approach
whereas Ref. [63] is the experiment.

ZrO2 WE QE Q τ [9] [63]

c11 356 334 333 341 361
c12 161 151 157 158 142
c13 76 82 85 88 55
c15 32 32 28 29 –21
c22 361 356 363 349 408
c23 120 142 154 156 196
c25 –3 –2 –6 –4 31
c33 217 251 258 274 258
c35 2 7 3 2 –18
c44 80 81 80 80 100
c46 –16 –15 –15 –14 –23
c55 69 71 71 73 81
c66 113 115 115 116 126
BV 183 188 194 196 201
BR 163 174 181 187 175
GV 91 91 90 91 91
GR 83 84 83 84 84
EH 223 226 225 229 226
νH 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.29
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ple materials of all crystal families. The results produced
with different codes based on total-energy calculations, are in
good agreement with each other. Comparing results from the
total-energy and the stress approach calculated with Quantum
ESPRESSO are also consistent, emphasizing that both proce-
dures are suitable and comparable for the calculations of elastic
constants.

Finally, we want to emphasize that it is crucial to precisely
determine numerical derivatives of the energy (or stress) of a
crystal with respect to the Lagrangian strain in order to obtain
reliable results for elastic constants. To this extent, we have
developed a numerical method which allows to do so in an au-
tomatized manner.

ElaStic is freely available and can be downlaoded from
http://exciting-code.org.
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A. Appendix

In general, crystal properties which are expressed by a ten-
sor or a matrix, like elastic properties, depend on the choice of
both the crystal axes and the Cartesian reference frame. That
means than the value of the elastic constants may change from
one choice to another. Therefore, the comparison of calculated
elastic constants with results of other calculations or experi-
mental data is only possible provided the chosen crystal axes
and reference frame are identical. For the sake of clarity, in
this Appendix we present the definition of the standard ref-
erence (STD) for the crystal axes and the Cartesian reference
frame which are used by ElaStic when dealing with different
DFT computer packages. In addition, we show the independent
components of the second-order elastic tensor for all the crys-
tal types following from the STD. In the determination of the
STD, ElaStic follows the Standards on piezoelectric crystals
(1949), as recommended in Ref. [64].

For high-symmetry crystal systems, such as the cubic one,
this choice of reference is obvious. However, the situation is
different for lower-symmetry structures. Due to this fact, differ-
ent software packages may define Cartesian coordinate axes in
different ways which are not necessarily the same as the STD.
For instance, the definition of the Cartesian coordinate system
for the hexagonal crystal family in WIEN2k is different from
the standard one. Furthermore, for some crystals, there exists
more than one choice of reference axes which are compatible
with the standard, which is, e.g., the case for the monoclinic
crystal system. For this system, the lattice vector parallel to the

two-fold axis, which is called unique axis, could be either b or
c. We denote these different choices as M(b) and M(c), respec-
tively. The non-zero SOECs are different for these two cases
(see Table A.21).

The Cartesian components of conventional (primitive) lattice
vectors (a, b, and c) as defined in ElaStic when applied with
different codes are shown in Table A.20. In the subsequent Ta-
ble A.21, we display the independent SOECs corresponding to
each lattice type for the STD.

Sometimes it is useful to transform the second-order elas-
tic tensor to a different choice than the STD for the Cartesian
frame. This can be accomplished with the help of Eq. (20),
which gives the components of the transformed matrix of the
SOEC matrix from the initial reference axes to the final coor-
dinate system by applying the proper transformation matrix. In
the following, we present some of the matrix transformations
that may be needed to transform the elastic constants.

• To transform the hexagonal crystal family (hexagonal and
trigonal crystal systems) from the STD, which is used by
ElaStic, to the coordinate system applied by WIEN2k,
one has to use the following transformation matrix

T STD→W
H =


√

3
2

1
2 0

− 1
2

√
3

2 0
0 0 1

 . (A.1)

• As can be seen in Table A.20, there are two types of set-
tings for monoclinic crystals in Quantum ESPRESSO.
The elastic constants can be transformed from the M(b) to
the M(c) representation by using the transformation matrix

TQb→Qc
M =

1 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0

 . (A.2)

• The monoclinic settings of the M(c) in Quantum
ESPRESSO and WIEN2k are different. The SOECs are
comparable if the following matrix is applied to trans-
form the calculated result of Quantum ESPRESSO to
WIEN2k,

TQc→Wc
M =

 sin(γ) cos(γ) 0
− cos(γ) sin(γ) 0

0 0 1

 . (A.3)
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Table A.20: Lattice type (in the Laue group notation of Table 1), centering type(s), and Cartesian components of conventional lattice vectors (a, b, and c) as defined
in ElaStic when using the codes exciting (X), WIEN2k (W), and Quantum ESPRESSO (Q). α, β, and γ are the angles b̂c, âc, and âb, respectively. The
symbol ξϑ (κϑ) represents the sine (cosine) of the angle ϑ. M(b) and M(c) indicate the monoclinic crystal system with the b and c axis as unique axis, respectively.

Laue group Centering type(s) a b c X W Q

CI,II P, F, I (a, 0, 0) (0, a, 0) (0, 0, a) X X X

HI,II P
(a, 0, 0)

(
− 1

2 a,
√

3
2 a, 0

)
(0, 0, c)

X X X

RI,II
P X X X

R
(
ã,− 1

√
3
ã, h

) (
0, 2
√

3
ã, h

) (
−ã,− 1

√
3
ã, h

)
X X X

TI,II P, I (a, 0, 0) (0, a, 0) (0, 0, c) X X X

O P, C, F, I (a, 0, 0) (0, b, 0) (0, 0, c) X X X

M(b) P, C (a, 0, 0) (0, b, 0) (c κβ, 0, c ξβ) × × X

M(c) P, C
(a, 0, 0) (b κγ, b ξγ, 0) (0, 0, c) X × X(

a ξγ, a κγ, 0
)

(0, b, 0) (0, 0, c) X X ×

N P (a, 0, 0) (b κγ, b ξγ, 0)
(
c κβ, c̃,w

)
X X X

ã = a ξα/2

h = a
√

1 − 4
3ξ

2
α/2

c̃ = c ξ −1
γ

(
κα − κβ κγ

)
w = c ξ −1

γ

√
1 + 2κακβκγ − κ 2

α − κ
2
β − κ

2
γ
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Table A.21: Symmetry properties of the matrix of SOECs for each Laue group classes. Elastic constants are referred to Cartesian axes according to Table A.20.

Laue group

CI,II HI,II RI RII TI TII O M(b) M(c) N

c11 c11 c11 c11 c11 c11 c11 c11 c11 c11

c12 c12 c12 c12 c12 c12 c12 c12 c12 c12

c12 c13 c13 c13 c13 c13 c13 c13 c13 c13

0 0 c14 c14 0 0 0 0 0 c14

0 0 0 c15 0 0 0 c15 0 c15

0 0 0 0 0 c16 0 0 c16 c16

c11 c11 c11 c11 c11 c11 c22 c22 c22 c22

c12 c13 c13 c13 c13 c13 c23 c23 c23 c23

0 0 −c14 −c14 0 0 0 0 0 c24

0 0 0 −c15 0 0 0 c25 0 c25

0 0 0 0 0 −c16 0 0 c26 c26

c11 c33 c33 c33 c33 c33 c33 c33 c33 c33

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c34

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c35 0 c35

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c36 c36

c44 c44 c44 c44 c44 c44 c44 c44 c44 c44

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c45 c45

0 0 0 −c15 0 0 0 c46 0 c46

c44 c44 c44 c44 c44 c44 c55 c55 c55 c55

0 0 c14 c14 0 0 0 0 0 c56

c44
1
2 (c11 − c12) 1

2 (c11 − c12) 1
2 (c11 − c12) c66 c66 c66 c66 c66 c66
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